**DCNN RightsCon Meeting Report**

Several themes emerged as particularly relevant for this year DCNN session at IGF (that according to latest news should be in Paris) and for the work that will precede the session.

The theme we identified as important are:

1. Analysis/presentation of technical tools allowing to monitoring discriminatory traffic management
2. Zero rating map and zero rating emerging issues (particularly intersection with the fake news and data protection debates)
3. Compatibility of 5G networks and NN provisions
4. Research on the (positive/negative) impact of NN frameworks on infrastructure investments

No more than 2 or max 3 issues can be explored in a 90 minutes session without sacrificing debate. Therefore, we decided to put forward a workshop proposal on NN and network investments, perhaps including the (at least part of the) 5G debate.

Maryant, from EDRi volunteered for organising the elaboration of the workshop proposal.

Everyone is welcome to share comments and feedback on the DCNN list.